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Individuality without compromise

The advantages of wood as a natural material are inimitable. Wood creates a homely ambience in the interior that adapts to any 

style. It also has a regulating effect on the indoor climate at any time of year. In combination with an aluminium cladding, these 

advantages complement those of the aluminium. They impress with their timeless design and design versatility.

Front door leaves from Gutmann fulfil all requirements and also offer maximum design freedom. No matter 

how individual and unusual your wishes may be, you will find the right system for your building with us. 

In almost every colour, every conceivable shape and for every purpose, you can realise your own ideas without having to 

compromise.

Flush and offset front door panels from Gutmann harmoniously 

combine form and function. A modern look and a wealth of design 

options give your front door a personal touch.  

Flush or offset view of the 
front door.

9 standard models. 
Customised design on 
request.

The variety of shapes of 
the light cut-outs offers 
maximum design freedom.

Almost unlimited choice 
of colours. 

Frame and door leaf in matching 
colours.

ADVANTAGES.

2-leaf door leaf systems in 
the range.
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ALLIGNO GTB 10

Models

ALLIGNO GTB 20 ALLIGNO GTB 30 ALLIGNO GTB 40
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What does your dream door look like?

A dream home knows no compromises. However, to become a true home, certain factors such 

as functionality, design, or energy efficiency are decisive for the builder when making decisions. 

Environmental influences such as heat, cold, UV radiation and water affect the lifespan of a house. 

Therefore, doors must meet the highest quality standards. 

The entrance door leaves from GUTMANN fulfil these requirements and offer you maximum design 

freedom thanks to a wide range of design variants and surfaces. Give your entrance area an 

exclusive and individual touch.  

We offer aluminum entrance door leaves 

for your dream home - available in nearly 

any colour  you desire.

ALLIGNO GTB 50 ALLIGNO GTB 60 ALLIGNO GTB 70 ALLIGNO GTB 80 ALLIGNO GTB 90
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Standard aluminium front door leaf
ALLIGNO GTB 10 

Surface: 
Tr06-FMOG, trend green structural (Fig. right)
5803E9006A10-IGP, silver (Fig. above)

Version: DIN right | DIN left 
 
Optionally with | without handle, brushed stainless steel 
 
For additional designs and colours, see page 24 ff.
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ALLIGNO GTB 10 is a simple, classic front door leaf model. It impresses with 

its flat and elegant surface and draws the viewer's eye directly to the colour 

surface used. Glass cut-outs and grooves are completely omitted here. 

Thanks to its very elegant design, the door complements all architectural styles, from country 

house style to modern architecture.

ALLIGNO GTB 10
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Standard aluminium front door leaf
ALLIGNO GTB 20

Surface: 
5803E9006A10-IGP, silver (fig. right) 
TG 29-30402, red (fig. above)

Version: DIN right | DIN left, each with grooves 
 
Optionally with | without handle, brushed stainless steel 
Optionally with stainless steel inlays 
 
For additional designs and colours, see page 24 ff.
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High-quality and modern front door leaf, made even more exclusive by the pre-

milled grooves and stainless steel inlays, which can be inserted as an option.  

 

The Alligno GTB 20 model is clear and offers the observer a simple elegance. There are no limits 

to the variety of colours and you can give your home your own touch.

ALLIGNO GTB 20
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Standard aluminium front door leaf
ALLIGNO GTB 30

Surface: 
RAL 7035, light grey (fig. right) 
5903E71386F30-HWF, dark grey (fig. above)

Version: DIN right | DIN left, each with grooves

Optionally with | without handle, brushed stainless steel 
Optionally with stainless steel inlays 
 
For additional designs and colours, see page 24 ff.
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A clear look and straightforward design. The horizontal decorative millings combine to create a 

harmonious overall appearance and make your front door the focal point. GUTMANN ALLIGNO 

GTB 30 has an exclusive style and enables individual colour design options. You can achieve a 

visual enhancement by inserting stainless steel inlays, which are available as an option.

ALLIGNO GTB 30
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Standard aluminium front door leaf
ALLIGNO GTB 40

Surface: 
5903E71386F30-HWF, dark grey (fig. right)  
RAL 7045, telegrey 1 (fig. above)

Version: DIN right | DIN left

Optionally with | without handle, brushed stainless steel

For additional designs and colours, see page 24 ff.
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Set accents. A harmonious and contemporary look characterises the Alligno GTB 40 model. A 

vertical glass cut-out bathes the entrance area of your home in soft light and lends it transparency 

and lightness without neglecting its thermal properties. As with the entire ALLIGNO series, the 

virtually unlimited range of surface finishes and colours leaves nothing to be desired.

ALLIGNO GTB 40
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Standard aluminium front door leaf
ALLIGNO GTB 50

Surface: 
RAL 3003, ruby red (fig. right) 
TG 29-90147, similar to RAL 9007 fine structure metallic (fig. above)

Version: DIN right | DIN left

Optionally with | without handle, brushed stainless steel

For additional designs and colours, see page 24 ff.
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GUTMANN ALLIGNO GTB 50 is characterized by five square light cut-outs, centered from top to 

bottom. The light cut-outs make the interior appear bright and friendly. The arrangement of the 

light cut-outs creates a friendly geometry for the observer. 

ALLIGNO GTB 50
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Standard aluminium front door leaf
ALLIGNO GTB 60

Surface: 
TG 29-30402, red (fig. right) 
TG 29-71334, anthracite gray (fig. above) 
Also available in BICOLOR

Version: DIN right | DIN left

Optionally with | without handle, brushed stainless steel 
Optionally with grooves, 10 mm wide

For additional designs and colours, see page 24 ff.
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Set individual accents with ALLIGNO GTB 60. The design is elegant and fits perfectly with a 

modern house entrance. The optional use of grooves creates individual scope for design, which 

is further enhanced by the use of BICOLOR. 

ALLIGNO GTB 60
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Standard aluminium front door leaf
ALLIGNO GTB 70

Surface: 
TG 29-71334 | RAL 9016 - BICOLOR (fig. right) 
5803E9006A10-IGP | TG 29 71334 - BICOLOR (fig. above) 
Also available in BICOLOR

Version: DIN right | DIN left

Optionally with | without handle, brushed stainless steel 
Optionally with grooves, 10 mm wide

For additional designs and colours, see page 24 ff.
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The BICOLOR colouring makes ALLIGNO GTB 70 an eye-catcher. Whether you have a rendered or 

clinker brick façade, this door leaf will enhance your entrance. The four square light cut-outs and 

the optional use of grooves give your front door that certain something and make it a high-quality 

design object.

ALLIGNO GTB 70
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Standard aluminium front door leaf
ALLIGNO GTB 80

Surface: 
YX355F8037509 MARS 2525 FS matt | TG 68 60116 - BICOLOR (fig. right) 
RAL 7035, light grey (fig. above) 
Also available in BICOLOR

Version: DIN right | DIN left

Optionally with | without handle, brushed stainless steel 
Optionally with grooves, 10 mm wide

For additional designs and colours, see page 24 ff.
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ALLIGNO GTB 80 adapts to any house style. It is prestigious and demonstrates your good taste. 

The front door also fulfils high security requirements and helps to save energy with its high 

thermal insulation values.

The horizontal light cut-outs allow easy views and illuminate your entrance area. Thanks to the 

option of using two colours on the aluminium surface, you can create a different look depending 

on your choice of colour. Whether young and dynamic, or elegant and classic.

ALLIGNO GTB 80
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Standard aluminium front door leaf
ALLIGNO GTB 90

Surface: 
TG 29 90147 | TG 29 71334 - BICOLOR (fig. right) 
5803E9006A10-IGP | 5903E71386F30-HWF - BICOLOR (fig. above) 
Also available in BICOLOR

Version: DIN right | DIN left

Optionally with | without handle, brushed stainless steel 
Optionally with grooves, 10 mm wide

For additional designs and colours, see page 24 ff.
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Aesthetics, security and function as well as a special look - these are the characteristics of the 

ALLIGNO GTB 90 front door leaf. 

A discreet vertical glass cut-out and the BICOLOR surfaces make this model unique. It blends in 

perfectly with a modern façade and offers a wide range of colour options. 

ALLIGNO GTB 90
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ALUMINIUM & WOOD

WOOD AND ALUMINIUM – THE PERFECT COMBINATION

With an aluminium cladding from GUTMANN, the desire for an individual front door can be realised 

without compromise. An almost unlimited selection of colours and shapes leaves plenty of scope 

for creativity and gives the front door a personal touch. Timber and aluminium also complement 

each other perfectly. The aluminium door leaf provides maximum protection on the outside and 

wood creates a warm, cosy ambience on the inside. The aluminium front door leaves are perfectly 

matched to the GUTMANN timber-aluminium systems.
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OUTSIDE VIEW

Aluminium is a particularly high-quality material for 

sophisticated front doors. Aluminium front door leaves are 

robust and combine functionality and design. They also 

offer excellent thermal and sound insulation and maximum 

security. High-quality, exclusive surfaces leave nothing to be 

desired in terms of colour.

INSIDE VIEW

As a tried and tested, environmentally friendly building 

material, wood is highly resilient and stable and creates 

a cosy atmosphere in entrance areas and living rooms. 
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COLOURFUL ACCENTS
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GUTMANN PREMIUM COLOURS

Be inspired by the GUTMANN PREMIUM COLOURS and give 

your front door a unique, special look. Whether elegant silver, 

warm red, soft dark grey or rusty iron - there is something for 

every taste with these trend colours from GUTMANN. Find your 

favourite shade or combine it with another colour to create a 

bicolour look.

Colours and shapes form a harmonious unit. The colour scheme supports the shape and 

accentuates it particularly well. In contrast, the effect of the colour is emphasised and highlighted 

by a successful shape.

The right choice of colour is therefore a decisive criterion in the design of buildings. Gutmann offers 

you countless colour combinations and variations. All RAL, NCS, decorative and special colours are 

available. In this way, windows, doors and façades can be precisely colour-coordinated with their 

surroundings. 

→ RAL standard colours and DB colours, according to GUTMANN colour fan

→ Decoral colours/wood decors  

→ Anodised colours

→ AOC colours (reproduced anodised colours, coated)

→ Micro-polished surfaces

→ Trend colours
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EXTRAS

GUTMANN STAINLESS STEEL HANDLE

The overall impression is only right if the door fitting and 

door leaf speak the same design language. The GUTMANN 

stainless steel handle is therefore perfectly matched to the 

aluminium door leaves for designer front doors. 

The stainless steel handle impresses with its high-quality 

surface. The timeless shape in combination with the 

exquisite stainless steel look stands for elegance and value.
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STAINLESS STEEL INLAYS

Upgrade your front door. Depending on the model, the grooves can be flush-fitted with stainless steel inlays. These 

design elements made of high-quality and easy-care stainless steel sheet - brushed - give your front door an individual 

touch.

Functionality and design give your front door a unique, unmistakable look. And with the right 

accessories, you can set additional accents. Whether simple, elegant or exclusive - realise your 

living wishes.

Customised to your requirements with haptically pleasant controls for convenient operation. 

Or create your own "look" with milled grooves and stainless steel inlays.

GUTMANN ALUMINIUM FRONT DOOR LEAVES - 

     INDIVIDUAL.  EXCLUSIVE.  SAFE. 

SPECIAL MILLING

Special milling for profile cylinders, fingerprinters or handle holes can be realised on request. You can find more details 

on this in our accompanying technical documentation.
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MAINTENANCE

STAINLESS STEEL

Stainless steel does not rust due to its composition. Nevertheless, environmental influences, 

contact with ferrous substances or other soiling can cause rust film to form on the surface. This 

can be removed with special stainless steel cleaners.

It is advisable to maintain stainless steel regularly to protect it from surface soiling. 
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WOOD

As a natural product, wood has different colours and grains. 

Wood is subject to a natural process of change. 

The colour of the wood can be refreshed using commercially 

available furniture oils.

Our products are designed for a long service life. If you follow the care instructions below, your 

front door will retain its good appearance even after many years of daily use.

ALUMINIUM

GUTMANN ALUMINIUM DOOR SHEETS are coated with resistant, weatherproof coating materials in 

various lacquer systems. These are extremely robust and retain their attractive appearance for years. 

 

Nevertheless, surface soiling from dust and other airborne substances is unavoidable. To ensure 

that you can enjoy your front door panel for a long time, we recommend cleaning it regularly with 

a damp cloth. 

Do not use solvents or abrasive cleaners, as these can damage the surface.



GUT�ANN Bausysteme GmbH 
Nuernberger Str. 57 | 91781 Weissenburg, Germany 
T +49 (0) 9141-992-0 | F +49 (0) 9141-992-212 
www.gutmann-bausysteme.de | info@gutmann.de

GUT�ANN ALUSWISS AG
Chaltenbodenstr. 16 | 8834 Schindellegi, Switzerland 
T +41 (0) 58-310-1210 | F +41 (0) 58-310-1211 
www.gutmann-aluswiss.com | info-ch@gutmann-group.com

GUT�ANN Middle East LLC
Dubai Investment Park 1 | Warehouse No. 4 
P.O. Box 54563 | Dubai, Vereinigte Arabische Emirate  
T +971 (4) 88 5333-6 | F +971 (4) 88 5333-9 
www.gutmann.ae | info@gutmannllc.ae

INDIVIDUAL. EXCLUSIVE. SAFE.
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